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Abstract - A new approach to identify the nonlinear model of an
induction machine using two generalized neurons (GNs) is
presented in this paper. Compared to the multilayer perceptron
feedforward neural network, a GN has simpler structure and
lesser requirement in terms of memory storage which is makes it
attractive for hardware implementation. This method shows that
with less number of weights, GN is able to learn the dynamics of
an induction machine. The proposed model is made by two
coupled networks. A modified particle swarm optimization
algorithm is designed to solve this distinctive GN trainingproblem.
A pseudo-random binary sequence signal injected to the induction
machine operating at its rated value was chosen as the test input
signal. For validation, the trained GN model is applied on the
different operating conditions ofthe system.
I. INTRODUCTION
Induction machines are the most commonly used type of
electric machines in industry. On the one hand, when fed
from the standard ac power grid, the induction motor is the
workforce of industry due to its ruggedness, low cost, and
great performance. On the other hand, for the flexible,
distributed power systems of the near future, the induction
machine as an electric generator at variable speeds, is also
gaining more and more ground.
Since induction machines are inherently non-linear and
have very wide operation conditions, accurate modeling is
vital for many applications. Most of the control algorithms
require knowledge of the machine parameters for proper
controller design. These parameters can be obtained from the
manufacturer data sheet, but the model used is often
simplified and the values given are average numbers of the
product, due to their non-linear, time-varying properties, such
as saturation in the magnetic stator and rotor core, distributed
stator windings, and non-ideal winding structures.
Furthermore, some of the parameters change with
temperature. To accurately model the machines for precise
control, the model should be built from real-time
measurements.
Several papers have studied the application of artificial
neural networks in induction machine modeling [1-4]. In [1],
a multilayer feedforward neural network model was proposed
to represent the input-output behavior of a dynamic induction
motor where the inputs are bus voltage and frequency
measurements and the outputs are the real and reactive power
consumptions of the machine. In that case, it is suitable for
inclusion in power system stability studies. In [2], the
identified model can be utilized for power system stability
analysis and for on-line computer-controlled electric drive
system. Also induction machine parameter estimation from
the result of the identified model could improve the motor
performance and behavior [3] [4].
In this paper, a different neural network structure, called
the generalized neuron (GN), is presented for modeling the
non-linear dynamics of an induction machine. The GN model
uses both sigmoidal and Gaussian functions with weight
sharing. Both summation and product aggregations are used.
These features make GN suitable for applications that contain
high-order, highly-nonlinear and complex dynamic
characteristics. Compared with feedforward networks with
regular neuron structure with a single threshold and
aggregation function, networks with the generalized neurons
require fewer neurons and hidden layers to achieve the same
modeling capability [5-7]. Reduced number of neurons and
layers means that GN requires less computational effort and
its training is faster. It also has the advantages of more
flexibility and the ability of coping better with the
nonlinearity involved in many applications.
A vital aspect of applying generalized neuron to machine
modeling is the training process. In this paper, the particle
swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm was used to train the
network. PSO is a type of evolutionary computing technique
which is based on the dynamic social behavior of flock of
birds or schools of fish [8-9]. When used to train neural
networks, the PSO training algorithm is less prone to local
minima and generally takes less time than the
backpropagation algorithm for the trained networks to
achieve the same performance [10]. PSO has been
successfully used in the training of feedforward neural
networks and recurrent neural networks. The application of
PSO to train GN was first proposed in [11]. A comparative
study of the GN and the multilayer perceptron (MLP) trained
with PSO is presented for function approximation. The GN
has been shown to approximate nonlinear static and time
varying functions accurately with fast convergence. The
training time taken for the GN is to learn the nonlinear
functions and the power systems dynamics is much less and
with fewer weights. The GN structure is simple making it
attractive for hardware implementations with less
computational and memory requirements.
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In this paper, an electromagnetic model of induction
machine is first presented. The architecture of the GN
considered is then explained Section III. Also a brief
overview of the PSO technique is given in Section IV. The
identification of induction machine dynamics by GNs and
PSO is presented in detail in Section V. Finally, typical
simulation results are given in Section VI.
II. INDUCTION MACHINES MODEL
The discrete-time form of the electromagnetic model of
the induction machine, expressed in stationary reference
frame is well known and is given by [12-14]
iq (k + 1) iq (k) vq (k)
id(k+l=) id(k) vd(k)
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mathematical function of induction machine parameters.
The dynamics of the electromagnetic system are expressed
as four first-order difference equations in terms of the stator
current iq, id, the rotor flux linkage )qr, )qr, the stator voltage
vq, Vd, and the rotor speed )r. This model is unsuitable for
system identification purposes because the flux linkages are
immeasurable. It is, however, possible to obtain these
equations in form two second-order difference equations
expressed entirely in terms of measurable quantities iq, id, Vq,
Vd and )r. The derivation of this model has the following
form:
iq (k + 1) = fq (iq (k), id (k), iq (k -1), id (k -1),
c(k), c(k - 1), vq (k - 1), Vd (k -1)) + CvVq (k)
id (k +1) = fd (iq (k), id (k), iq (k - 1), id (k - 1),
co(k), co(k - 1), vq (k - 1), Vd (k -1)) + Cvvd (k)
These equations model the induction machine in two parts,
one part is the vector function fqd(, which is nonlinear with
respect to its arguments. Another part is the linear function of
vqd(k). Herein, parameter cv is called voltage constant which
is defined by a function of the motor parameters and
sampling rate and is the same in the qd model of the system.
It represents the direct effect of the control voltage applied at
the present sampling instant on the currents which will flow
in the motor at the next sampling instant. Function fqd() is
time varying because it is determined by motor inductances
(which vary rapidly due to the unmodeled saturation effects)
and resistances (which vary slowly due tot unmodeled
thermal effects and rapidly due to the unmodeled skin effect
associated with alternating current).
The advantage of this model is that it is in input/output
form and may thus be identified by a neural network or a GN.
Another advantage is the model could be easily rearranged to
produce a nonlinear control law:
(4)(k) = iqd(k+)fC
Thus, the exact voltage required to produce the desired
current can be calculated if the values Offqd and c, are known.
III. GENERALIZED NEURON
An artificial neural network (ANN) is a parallel
computational system made up of a number of highly
interconnected artificial neurons (AN). The common neuron
structure has summation or product as the aggregation
function with sigmoidal, radial basis, tangent hyperbolic or
linear limiters as the thresholding function [15]. Due to the
characteristic of neuron geometry, a layered neural network
of several neurons is often required if the functions to be
learned have complex input-output relationships and are not
linearly separable.
For a nonlinear system with many inputs, more layers and
more neurons in ANN application introduces large memory
requirement and large training time. Since fast training is
very important in practice, this becomes a big disadvantage of
the ANN.
Due to the fact that most of the processing in the neural
networks is done with incomplete information at hand, the
crisp aggregation operators used in the common neuron
structure may have difficulty representing the exact input-
output relationship. In the generalized neuron model, fuzzy
compensatory operators that are partly sum and partly
product can be used to take into account the vagueness
involved [12].
Figure 1 shows the basic structure of the generalized
neuron. A distinctive feature of the GN model is that it has
both the summation and product aggregation functions, while
the common neuron model has either summation aggregation
function or product aggregation function. In addition to the
aggregation functions, other operators can also be used, such
as the max, min and the compensatory operators. Sigmoidal
and Gaussian functions are used as the thresholding functions
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as showed in Figure 1. Besides these two thresholding
function, other threshold function like sine, cosine,
hyperbolic tangent, linear functions, etc. can also be used [5-
7] [11].
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Figure 1. Generalized neuron model.
In many applications, the summation aggregation function
takes the form of a sigmoidal characteristic function (fi),
while the production aggregation function takes the form of
Gaussian characteristic functions (f2). The output of the
summation part of the GN can be written as [12]
0O =f (s net) 1I+e~(As X-net) (5)
where,
s net (WI, ) +w (6)
and is is the gain, X0o is the bias of summation part (s_bias),
Wzi is the weight for each input respectively.
The output of the product part of the GN is
O f2 (pi net) = e(-pxpi net2) (7)
where,
pi net = fl (W -AXf) x Wo,X0 (8)
andXp is the gain, X0, is the bias of product part (p_bias), Wi
is the weight for each input respectively.
The activation function receives the net input signal and
bias, and determines the output of the neuron. The output of
the GN (Opk) is a combination of two outputs Oz and O with
weights Wand (1- W) as shown in
°pk = Q, (1-W) +oIw (9)
It is hard to see the benefit of GN by comparing the
structure of just one neuron. However, for problems with
multiple inputs, the number of GN neurons does not need to
increase. The number of weights in case of the GN is much
lower than the number of weights required by a multilayer
feedforward neural network. By reducing the number of
unknown weights, the training time and memory to store the
weight can be reduced.
IV. PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION
As a global optimization approach, particle swarm
optimization (PSO) is modeled on the dynamic social
behavior of a flock of birds. A PSO system includes a society
of possible solutions to an optimization problem that evolve
together. Each individual, a candidate solution in the society
(swarm), is called a particle. In a PSO system, each particle is
"flown" through the multidimensional search space, changing
its position in search space according to its own memory and
that of its neighboring particles. A particle therefore makes
use of the best position encountered by itself and the best
position of its neighbors to position itself toward an optimum
solution. Based on the optimization problem, a predefined
fitness function is used to evaluate the performance of each
particle.
The update procedure of the original PSO algorithm can
be described by Figure 2. Herein, Xid, and Vid represent
position and velocity of ith particle with d dimensions
separately. The variable Pid is the best value of the position of
each individual in the history of this individual and Pgd is the
best value of the position of all particles. At the beginning of
the PSO algorithm, the position and velocity of each particle
are randomly set. During each iteration, a particle moves
towards its personal best (Pid) location and then moves
towards global best (Pgd) location.




Figure 2. PSO particle update process illustrated in a two dimensional
search space.
The following equation describes how the velocity of one
particle is influenced by the history of itself and experience of
its neighbors.
Vid w xVd +cxX rand, (Pb,,tid X-X) + C2 X rand2 (Gbestid -Xid
(10)
where
* w is the inertia weight, it means the velocity is
changed from the current velocity. It cannot be
changed abruptly [9].
* cl is the cognition acceleration constant, which
presents how it learns from its own flying
experience [9].
* c2 is the social acceleration constant, it represents the
collaboration among particles - learning from group
flying experience [9].
* rand, and rand2 are two random numbers from a
uniform distribution in the range (0, 1) [9].
It should be noted that the velocity of the particles should
be limited in a certain range to avoid instability. On the other
hand, if the maximum velocity is set to be very small, the
optimization process would become slow. After obtaining the
velocity, the particle position is updated by
Xid = Xid + Vid (11)
y .X
.,.
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V. IDENTIFICATION OF INDUCTION MACHINE
A. GN structure ofinduction machine 7
A MLP network of size 8X12X2
neurons and 2 outputs) is used fo
induction machine described in [17]
number of total weights is 121. There a
in the system as shown in (3), so two E
used for modeling the system. The GIN




Figure 3. GN structure of an inductic
In the linear part of (3), the voltag
additional output weights. Herein
summation and product part, eight in
pass through these two parts separately
needed for this structure. The number
of GN is much less than the case of
determined through training. So by r(
unknown weights, training time is redu
As described above, a distinctive feature of the generalized
model neuron network used here is that two interrelated neurons are
used to model the relationships for iq(k) and id(k) respectively.
(8 inputs, 12 hidden The generalized neurons do not have their standard structure
tr identification of an in that the inputs vq(k) and vd(k) are related linearly to the
As can be seen, the outputs iq(k) and id(k) respectively, with two gain parameters.
wre two outputs iq and id Furthermore, the gain parameter cv, that links vq(k) and iq(k)
generalized neurons are and the gain parameter Cv2 that links vd(k) and id(k) must have
4 structure of induction the same value because of the inherent characteristics of the
machine. Thus in addition to the regular sum and product
weights of the GNs, the gain parameters must also be
determined in the training process, and the values of the two
parameters cv, and Cv2 must be maintained to be the same.
In this paper, the classical PSO algorithm was first used to
train the GNs. Each particle contains the weights for two
neurons and a single gain parameter. If the two GNs are
*1)l decoupled neurons, it is much faster to train with two
tt , + }*separate PSOs due to fewer dimensions. However, since these
two GNs have one common weight, it has to use one PSO to
train the system.
An issue with the classical PSO algorithm is that the two
MSE values of a particle can become very unbalanced. For
example, it is possible that a particle has mean square error
(MSE) of one GN is 1 O- while MSE of the second GN is 10-2.
Since the sum of the two MSE values are used to evaluate the
fitness of a particle, it is very likely that a particle with a very
small MSE for the first GN (GN1) is not chosen as the Phest or
l}W?d1* Ghest because its MSE for the second GN (GN2) is large.
From the total fitness point of view, this decision is
reasonable because the particle's fitness value (MSE of GN1
+ MSE of GN2) is not as good. However, this decision can
1-2_= +inadvertently discard the good properties contained in the
weights of one of the neurons. After all, most of the weights
of the two neurons are independent and it is not desirable to
discriminate against both neurons because the performance of
one of them is poor.
To address this issue, a modified version of the PSO
algorithm was proposed. Instead of having one Ghest position
for the whole population and one Phest position for each
)n machine model. particle, two additional "best" positions are defined and
preserved. For each particle, Phest] is defined as the position
constant cv represents that gives the best MSE for GN1 along that particle's history,
l, each neuron has and Pbest2 is defined as the position that gives the best MSE of
iputs and one bias will GN2 along that particle's history. Similarly, for the whole
. In total, 39 weights is swarm, Ghest] is defined as the position that gives the best
of weights in the case MSE for GN1 known to all particles, and Gbest2 is defined as
MLP. The weights are the position that gives the best MSE for GN2 known to all
educing the number of particles.
iced. These additional positions remember the best weight
combinations for each neuron, and they are used to guide the
movement of the particles. A modified version of PSO
equation is used here:
B. ModifiedPSO Algorithm ofGN Training
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Vlid W X Vlid + Cl X rand1 (Pbestid -Xid ) + C2X rand2 (Gbestid Xid
+ CxX rand3 (Plbestid -Kid) + CxX rand4 (Glbestid Kid )
Xlid = Xlid + Vlid
(12)
V2id w x V2,d+ cl X rand, (pbIIpd d-X) + C2x rand2 (Gbeshd -Xid
+ C3x rand3 (P2b id i-Xd ) + Clx rand4 (G2be td Aid )
X2id = X2id + V2id
(13)
where Xlid is the weights and gain parameter associated with
GN1, and X2id is the weights and gain parameter associated
with GN2. With c3 = c4 = 0, (12-13) are identical to the
original PSO equation in (10). When C3 > 0, the particle is
pulled toward the position that gives the best individual MSE
in the particle's history. When c4 > 0, the particle is pulled
toward the position that gives the best individual MSE known
to the whole population. In this way, it is possible that good
properties encountered by each individual neuron are
preserved. It should be note that since the two neurons are
interrelated with a common gain parameter; a compromise
has to be made because most likely the best position for MSE
of GN1 has a different gain parameter from the best position
for MSE of GN2. In the algorithm, this compromise is made
by updating the gain parameter twice in equations (12- 13).
The inertia weight used herein is given by (14).
w = 0.5 0.3 NEpoch (14)
MaxNEpoch
where NEpoch is the training epoch number and MaxNEpoch
is the maximum number of training epochs allowed.
Other parameters used for the PSO training include
* Maximum velocity, Vmax 2
* Search space range (-1,1)
* Acceleration constants, C1, C2, C3, C4 0, 2, 1, 1
* Size of swarm 25
* Gain of summation part in GN Xs 0.2
* Gain of product part in GN2p 1
All the data have been normalized for training. The
acceleration constants c1, C2, C3, and c4 are equal to 0, 2, 1, 1
separately, are found by trial and error to provide the best
training performance. On an average of 20 trials, the
modified PSO methods took 360 epochs for GN to converge
to the set target MSE value of 10-4. While in the original PSO
methods, it took around 796 epochs to get this value. It can be
concluded that the additional best positions (modifications to
the PSO) do have a positive impact on the training process.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
to an induction machine while it is in standstill condition
without mechanical load. The machine speed is ramped from
0 to the rated speed.
An important issue with neural network based modeling is
the training data. Since induction machines have very wide
operating conditions (different speed, torque, source voltage
magnitude and frequency), the training data should cover
these conditions such that the neural network can learn the
dynamic behavior characteristics of the machine over a wide
range of operating conditions. A good choice is to let the
inputs have randomly variations about the rated condition so
a pseudo-random binary sequence (PRBS) with smaller
magnitude which represents the variation of the voltage was
added to both stator voltage and also a variation is added to
the frequency. To design the test sequence, the sampling time
is related to the time constant of the system. Sampling that is
considerably faster than the system dynamics leads to data
redundancy and relatively small information value in the new
data points. Sampling that is considerable slower than the
system dynamics leads to missing information of system. A
rule of thumb is to choose a sampling frequency about 10
times the bandwidth of the system [2]. In this system, a
length of 2.5 seconds of data could show the dynamic
characteristic of machine since the size of a set of data is
relatively large. So a sampling rate of 1kHz was chosen to
save training time. In order to avoid the aliasing problem due
to low sampling rate, low-pass filters for each variable were
used. The output of model is the stator current. Figure 4
shows both of the training results and actual response results,
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Figure 4. Training results and actual response.
A three phase induction machine rated at 5 hp and 230V is
modeled using the GNs. The stator voltage, stator current and
rotor angular velocities from the response of free acceleration
test data are recorded. The measurements used for the
modeling are obtained by applying the three-phase ac power
Obtaining the network model which fit the training curve
does not necessarily mean that the right model was obtained
because there may be over-fitting or under-fitting. For this
reason, validation tests are carried out to check whether the
model can really represent the induction machine or not. In
order to validate the accuracy of the model, the trained model
:s
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is applied on three different operating condition of the
system. Case 1 is steady-state performance at machine's rated
condition. Case 2 includes the dynamic characteristic for the
machine with free acceleration at rated condition. Case 3 is
the response when the system has PRBS input. The
comparison of actual response and training results is shown
in the following figures.
and give good prediction. A modified PSO algorithm was
proposed to solve the distinctive feature of this inter-coupled
network dynamics and a slight improvement in GN training
performance is demonstrated compared when using the
original PSO algorithm. Future work involves using GN
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Figure 6. Case 2 results with an MSE of E
VII. CONCLUSION
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